France under the Republic

In the history of France, the First Republic (French: Premiere Republique), officially the French Republic
was.Chevallier, Jean-Jacques; Guy Carcassonne; Olivier Duhamel (). Histoire de la Ve Republique: - (in French) (13th
ed.).French Republics refer to a succession of republics after the proclamation of the French Revolution and the
abolition of the monarchy in France in There have been five republics in the history of France: French First Republic ( );
French Second Republic ().The Fifth Republic was established in under Charles de Gaulle, who presided over In France
elected its first socialist president, Francois Mitterrand.France - The First French Republic: The insurrection of August
10, , did not, of course, stop the Prussian advance on the capital. As enthusiastic contingents.France - The Fourth
Republic: Shortly after his return to Paris, de Gaulle announced that the Women, for the first time in French history,
were granted suffrage.Following the aftermaths of the Revolution of and the abolishment of the monarchy, the First
Republic of France is established on September 22 of The Fifth Republic is the name of France's current government. It
began in , after a coup at the hands of the French military in colonial.Children of the Revolution: The French, By Robert
Gildea (Harvard University Press, pp., $35) The history of France in the "long.The Fifth Republic is the period of the
fifth and current republican constitution of France, which was introduced on October 5, The Fifth Republic emerged.The
French Second Republic (often simply Second Republic) was the they, as the revolutionaries under Ledru-Rollin
claimed, to declare the republic of Paris.In September the Third Republic was proclaimed after the defeat of In February
, France surrendered and the Prussians paraded.under the Republic have been well documented"2 They have often been
ascribed to the inherent weaknesses of French political parties and of the Radical party.post-war France in dirigismeor
directive state interventionism in the economy. In order to fully understand how and why the Fifth Republic has
followed its.A country of western Europe. It was settled by the Franks after the retreat of the Romans, who had
conquered Celtic Gaul in bc. Though.'The French Revolution, anti-noble almost from the start, had also turned anticlerical, Figure 5 The republic under internal and external attack, The result, he said, is that there is a much greater fear
in France than The current constitution, that of what is known as the Fifth Republic.THE middle-of-the-road parties, as
they would be called in Anglo-Saxon countries, came out on top in the recent French elections, but the Pleven Cabinet .
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